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iconic smoothie
aka "smoothie vibrator"

the usual suspects are recognizable at a glance and have become mainstays of popular
culture. Whether you’re updating a personal favorite or trying something new, these familiar vibrators
will round out any stash. To make it easy, we tracked down the best of each style, distilled them to pure
white, and gather them into a single collection just for you.

Simple and to the point.
Smoothie Vibrators (or simply “Smoothies”) first appeared on the market as far back as the 1940’s,
when they were among the first battery–powered vibrators available. They are typically simple
cylindrical forms ending in a rounded tip, and varying in length, diameter and power to suit different
desires. Originally offered under the guise of “personal massagers”, these basic, but highly functional
designs ushered in the era of cordless pleasure.
Today, the Smoothie Vibrator is perhaps the single most recognizable of the usual
suspects , and for many is the design that springs to mind when a vibrator is mentioned.

With their elongated shape, Smoothies can be used for internal or external stimulation, and offer
an inexpensive and unintimidating starting point for those new to sex accessories. The iconic
smoothie is also waterproof, adding additional possibilities and making it a fun and easy
introduction to the world of vibrators.

Jimmyjane is a design–centric brand founded on the belief that life is better with a sexy twist. We
design products and experiences to provide pleasure, strengthen connection and create provocative
possibility.

Instructions for Use

We know you’re eager to start playing with your iconic
a minute to learn about operating and maintaining it.

smoothie, but indulge us by taking

Getting Started

– Good news – everything you need to get started is right here in this box.
– The vibrator uses 2 AA batteries (included). To install the batteries, unscrew the cap and insert them
in the vibrator, noting the proper orientation as shown below [need to add image]. Close the cap
tightly to ensure the product is waterproof.
– Twist the top of the cap clockwise to turn the iconic smoothie on. The intensity of the
vibration will increase as you continue to twist.
– Twist the cap counter–clockwise to turn the vibrator off. Make sure the vibrator is turned all the way
off when you are done, or the batteries may discharge.

smoothie

Clean the vibrator with mild soap and water after each use. Remember, the cap must be securely closed
to ensure the product is waterproof. Dry with a soft cloth.

Safety Notes

Limited Warranty and Restrictions
Jimmyjane warrants the iconic smoothie against defects in materials and workmanship for
a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
misuse or use other than as intended and described in the product instruction manual, finishes, normal
wear and tear, tampering, unreasonable use, service performed by unauthorized service agencies, or loss
or damage to batteries or removable parts.
THE FOREGOING IS THE SOLE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT. JIMMYJANE HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCT WILL BE MERCHANDISEABLE OR FIT FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. JIMMYJANE’S LIABILITY AND CUSTOMERS’ EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THE FOREGOING PARAGRAPH WILL BE LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OR REPAIR BY JIMMYJANE OF
SUCH PRODUCT, IN JIMMYJANE’S SOLE DISCRETION. THE WARRANTIES ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE
AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
For additional information, contact us at customerservice@jimmyjane.com or visit
www.jimmyjane.com.

Sexy is smart.

Cleaning the iconic

– Do not use vibrator on swollen or inflamed areas or broken skin.
– Do not use on unexplained calf pain.
– Do not leave unattended on any surface while it is operating.
– Never use the product while sleeping.
– Individuals with pacemakers or other implanted devices should consult a doctor before use.
– Do not use this product as a substitute for medical attention.
– Keep the vibrator and batteries out of reach of children and pets.

– Do not use a defective iconic smoothie (defective or cracked surface or corroded
battery).
– The vibrator should be operated in water only when fully assembled in accordance with the
instructions.

Concept and package designed in California by Jimmyjane. Assembled in China. jimmyjane,
the Jimmyjane logo, the usual suspects , iconic rabbit, iconic
smoothie, iconic pocket, iconic ring, and iconic bullet are
trademarks of Jimmyjane, Inc. All designs, images and text copyright © Jimmyjane, Inc, 2004 – 2013. All
rights reserved. Jimmyjane Inc. P.O. Box 193974 San Francisco, California 94119 USA. Jimmyjane Europe
– Zweibrückenstrasse 8 80331 Munich, Germany. Live Sexy.
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iconic bullet
aka "bullet vibrator"

the usual suspects are recognizable at a glance and have become mainstays of popular
culture. Whether you’re updating a personal favorite or trying something new, these familiar vibrators
will round out any stash. To make it easy, we tracked down the best of each style, distilled them to pure
white, and gather them into a single collection just for you.

Mini, yet mighty.
Bullet Vibrators have been around since the 70’s and first earned their name from their compact,
capsule shape and bright, metallic finish. While we’ve left the chrome behind, the Bullet’s unintimidating
form and obvious ease–of–use remain, making these a very popular first–time vibrator.
Though small, the iconic bullet is powerful and effective. A versatile companion, it adds
zing anywhere your hand roams. A great travel companion, the iconic bullet is discreet,
waterproof and a welcome addition to any handbag, glove compartment, backpack or carry–on.

Sexy is smart.

Jimmyjane is a design–centric brand founded on the belief that life is better with a sexy twist. We
design products and experiences to provide pleasure, strengthen connection and create provocative
possibility.

Instructions for Use

We know you’re eager to start playing with your iconic
minute to learn about operating and maintaining it.

bullet, but indulge us by taking a

Getting Started

– Good news – everything you need to get started is right here in this box.
– The vibrator uses 3 LR44 batteries (already installed). To use for the first time, unscrew the cap
and remove the tag from the battery compartment. Close the cap tightly to ensure the product is
waterproof.
– Push the button on top of the cap of the vibrator to turn the iconic bullet on.
– There are 3 power levels. Each push of the button increases the power level until the 4th push of the
button, which turns the vibrator off.

Cleaning the iconic

bullet

Clean the vibrator with mild soap and water after each use. Remember, the cap must be securely closed
to ensure the product is waterproof. Dry with a soft cloth.

Safety Notes

– Do not use a defective iconic bullet (defective or cracked surface or corroded battery).
– The vibrator should be operated in water only when fully assembled in accordance with the
instructions.
– Do not use vibrator on swollen or inflamed areas or broken skin.
– Do not use on unexplained calf pain.
– Do not leave unattended on any surface while it is operating.
– Never use the product while sleeping.
– Individuals with pacemakers or other implanted devices should consult a doctor before use.
– Do not use this product as a substitute for medical attention.
– Keep the vibrator and batteries out of reach of children and pets.

Limited Warranty and Restrictions
Jimmyjane warrants the iconic bullet against defects in materials and workmanship for a
period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
misuse or use other than as intended and described in the product instruction manual, finishes, normal
wear and tear, tampering, unreasonable use, service performed by unauthorized service agencies, or loss
or damage to batteries or removable parts.
THE FOREGOING IS THE SOLE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT. JIMMYJANE HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCT WILL BE MERCHANDISEABLE OR FIT FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. JIMMYJANE’S LIABILITY AND CUSTOMERS’ EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THE FOREGOING PARAGRAPH WILL BE LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OR REPAIR BY JIMMYJANE OF
SUCH PRODUCT, IN JIMMYJANE’S SOLE DISCRETION. THE WARRANTIES ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE
AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
For additional information, contact us at customerservice@jimmyjane.com or visit
www.jimmyjane.com.
Concept and package designed in California by Jimmyjane. Assembled in China. jimmyjane,
the Jimmyjane logo, the usual suspects , iconic rabbit, iconic
smoothie, iconic pocket, iconic ring, and iconic bullet are
trademarks of Jimmyjane, Inc. All designs, images and text copyright © Jimmyjane, Inc, 2004 – 2013. All
rights reserved. Jimmyjane Inc. P.O. Box 193974 San Francisco, California 94119 USA. Jimmyjane Europe
– Zweibrückenstrasse 8 80331 Munich, Germany. Live Sexy.
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iconic ring
aka "vibrating ring"

the usual suspects are recognizable at a glance and have become mainstays of popular
culture. Whether you’re updating a personal favorite or trying something new, these familiar vibrators
will round out any stash. To make it easy, we tracked down the best of each style, distilled them to pure
white, and gather them into a single collection just for you.

Look ma, no hands!
Only recently introduced to the market, Vibrating Rings have immediately become a favorite. The first
hands–free vibrators to become widely available, they’re an easy way for couples to share sensation.
Their innocuous appearance and compact size has enabled them to be carried by mainstream retailers
who had previously hesitated to sell vibrators.
Unlike the disposable products that are most common on the market, the iconic ring features
replaceable batteries for an extended life. It’s also one of the most versatile products of its kind,
featuring a unique touch–sensitive vibration mode and shower–friendly water resistance.
Embraced by many for their ease of use and no–nonsense design, Vibrating Rings are enjoyed by first–
time vibrator users and experienced enthusiasts alike.

Sexy is smart.

Jimmyjane is a design–centric brand founded on the belief that life is better with a sexy twist. We
design products and experiences to provide pleasure, strengthen connection and create provocative
possibility.

Instructions for Use

We know you’re eager to start playing with your iconic
to learn about operating and maintaining it.

ring, but indulge us by taking a minute

Getting Started
 The iconic ring has already been cleaned and is ready to go upon opening.

T
 he vibrator is always ready to operate in a touch–sensitive mode, and will be activated when
pressure is applied to the textured side of the elastomer sleeve. For constant vibration, depress the
button on the side of the vibrator.
 The vibrator is water–resistant and shower–friendly. Before using, check that the elastomer plug is
properly positioned to ensure the vibrator is sealed.
 The iconic ring runs on two LR1130 batteries. To access the battery compartment, remove
the plug from the bottom of the elastomer sleeve. The compartment can be opened with a coin.

Cleaning the iconic

ring

Remove the vibrating unit from the elastomer sleeve and keep it dry. Clean the sleeve with mild soap
and warm water. Dry it thoroughly with a soft, lint–free cloth before reassembling.

Safety Notes

 Do not use a defective iconic ring (e.g. defective surface or corroded battery).
 Do not submerge the vibrator in water.
 Do not use vibrator on swollen or inflamed areas or broken skin.
 Do not leave unattended on any surface while it is operating.
 Do not store with vinyl products.

 Do not use with petroleum jelly.
 Never use the product while sleeping.
 Individuals with pacemakers or other implanted devices should consult a doctor before use.
 Do not use this product as a substitute for medical attention.
 Keep the vibrator and batteries out of reach of children and pets.

Limited Warranty and Restrictions
Jimmyjane warrants the iconic ring against defects in materials and workmanship for a period
of one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damage caused by misuse
or use other than as intended and described in the product instruction manual, finishes, normal wear
and tear, tampering, unreasonable use, service performed by unauthorized service agencies, or loss or
damage to batteries or removable parts.
THE FOREGOING IS THE SOLE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT. JIMMYJANE HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCT WILL BE MERCHANDISEABLE OR FIT FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. JIMMYJANE’S LIABILITY AND CUSTOMERS’ EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THE FOREGOING PARAGRAPH WILL BE LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OR REPAIR BY JIMMYJANE OF
SUCH PRODUCT, IN JIMMYJANE’S SOLE DISCRETION. THE WARRANTIES ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE
AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
For additional information, contact us at customerservice@jimmyjane.com or visit
www.jimmyjane.com.
Concept and package designed in California by Jimmyjane. Assembled in China. jimmyjane,
the Jimmyjane logo, the usual suspects , iconic rabbit, iconic
smoothie, iconic pocket, iconic ring, and iconic bullet are
trademarks of Jimmyjane, Inc. All designs, images and text copyright © Jimmyjane, Inc, 2004 – 2013. All
rights reserved. Jimmyjane Inc. P.O. Box 193974 San Francisco, California 94119 USA. Jimmyjane Europe
– Zweibrückenstrasse 8 80331 Munich, Germany. Live Sexy.
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iconic pocket

Safety Notes

aka "pocket vibrator"

the usual suspects are recognizable at a glance and have become mainstays of popular
culture. Whether you’re updating a personal favorite or trying something new, these familiar vibrators
will round out any stash. To make it easy, we tracked down the best of each style, distilled them to pure
white, and gather them into a single collection just for you.

– Do not use a defective iconic pocket (e.g. defective or cracked surface or corroded
battery).
– Do not use vibrator on swollen or inflamed areas or broken skin.
– Do not use on unexplained calf pain.
– Do not leave unattended on any surface while it is operating.
– Never use the product while sleeping.
– Individuals with pacemakers or other implanted devices should consult a doctor before use.
– Do not use this product as a substitute for medical attention.
– Keep the vibrator and batteries out of reach of children and pets.

Pleasure to go.
Pocket Vibrators were first produced over 25 years ago. Their compact all–in–one design made them
the most portable vibrators available at the time – other mini vibrators were wired to a separate battery
pack, and were clumsy by comparison. Pocket Vibrators were also among the first waterproof vibrators
in wide circulation, ensuring that they immediately made a splash.
While Pocket Vibrators were designed to be compact, they were also engineered to be powerful. The
four hemispheres on the tip of the vibrator help intensify sensation by varying the contact pressure as
they are moved across the body. For alternative sensations, Pocket Vibrators can also be used with the
clear cap in place, or with one of the many soft elastomer accessory sleeves now widely available.
The versatility and innocuous appearance of the Pocket Vibrator, combined with its usefulness for non–
sexual massage, has given everyone a reason – and an excuse – to keep one handy.

Sexy is smart.

Jimmyjane is a design–centric brand founded on the belief that life is better with a sexy twist. We
design products and experiences to provide pleasure, strengthen connection and create provocative
possibility.

Instructions for Use

We know you’re eager to start playing with your iconic
minute to learn about operating and maintaining it.

pocket , but indulge us by taking a

Getting Started
 The iconic pocket has already been cleaned and is ready to go upon opening.
 The iconic pocket is waterproof and ready to make a splash. Be sure that the battery

compartment is completely closed before using in or near water.
 The vibrator uses 1 AA battery. To open the battery compartment, line up the downward pointing
triangle with the line and pull gently.

OFF

OPEN

Cleaning the iconic

pocket

ON

After each use, clean the vibrator with mild soap and warm water. Remember that the battery case must
be closed completely to ensure waterproofing. Dry with a soft cloth.

Limited Warranty and Restrictions
Jimmyjane warrants the iconic pocket against defects in materials and workmanship for
a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
misuse or use other than as intended and described in the product instruction manual, finishes, normal
wear and tear, tampering, unreasonable use, service performed by unauthorized service agencies, or loss
or damage to batteries or removable parts.
THE FOREGOING IS THE SOLE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT. JIMMYJANE HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCT WILL BE MERCHANDISEABLE OR FIT FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. JIMMYJANE’S LIABILITY AND CUSTOMERS’ EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THE FOREGOING PARAGRAPH WILL BE LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OR REPAIR BY JIMMYJANE OF
SUCH PRODUCT, IN JIMMYJANE’S SOLE DISCRETION. THE WARRANTIES ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE
AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
For additional information, contact us at customerservice@jimmyjane.com or visit

www.jimmyjane.com.

Concept and package designed in California by Jimmyjane. Assembled in China. jimmyjane,
the Jimmyjane logo, the usual suspects , iconic rabbit, iconic
smoothie, iconic pocket, iconic ring, and iconic bullet are
trademarks of Jimmyjane, Inc. All designs, images and text copyright © Jimmyjane, Inc, 2004 – 2013. All
rights reserved. Jimmyjane Inc. P.O. Box 193974 San Francisco, California 94119 USA. Jimmyjane Europe
– Zweibrückenstrasse 8 80331 Munich, Germany. Live Sexy.
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iconic rabbit
aka "twice as nice"

the usual suspects are recognizable at a glance and have become mainstays of popular
culture. Whether you’re updating a personal favorite or trying something new, these familiar vibrators
will round out any stash. To make it easy, we tracked down the best of each style, distilled them to pure
white, and gather them into a single collection just for you.

The rabbit that started it all.
Perhaps the best known vibrator ever made, this “Rabbit Habit” is the original that inspired hundreds of
derivative products. Created in Japan over 25 years ago, it was the first to offer simultaneous internal
and external stimulation. This configuration was so successful that it launched an entire category of
products, now known in the industry as “Twice As Nice” vibrators.
The popularity of this design is telling. Conservative estimates indicate that over 5 million “Twice As
Nice” vibrators are made each year, and production levels are still growing. Adding to the momentum,
several celebrities have spoken openly of their affinity for the product. No stranger to the limelight,
it has made appearances on numerous TV shows – most memorably, its cameo on Sex and the City in
1998.

Safety Notes

– Do not use a defective iconic rabbit (e.g. defective surface or corroded battery).
– Do not get the battery pack wet.
– Do not bend the vibrator at the pearls.
– Do not use vibrator on swollen and inflamed areas or broken skin.
– Do not leave unattended on any surface while operating.
– Do not store with vinyl products.
– Do not use with petroleum jelly.
– Do not use the vibrator for more than 20 minutes at a time.
– Never use the product while sleeping.
– Individuals with pacemakers or other implanted devices should consult a doctor before use.
– Do no use this product as a substitute medical attention.
– Keep the vibrator and batteries out of reach of children and pets.

Limited Warranty and Restrictions
Jimmyjane warrants the iconic rabbit against defects in materials and workmanship for a
period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
misuse or use other than as intended and described in the product instruction manual, finishes, normal
wear and tear, tampering, unreasonable use, service performed by unauthorized service agencies, or loss
or damage to batteries or removable parts.

The curious appearance of the vibrator is functionally derived, but culturally embellished. The Rabbit
Habit features a stylized rabbit attached to the base of a shaft, which, upon closer examination, is
detailed to resemble a woman, complete with a caricature face, necklace, and bob haircut. In Japan there
is a long–standing taboo surrounding the depiction of genitalia. As a result, in sexual implements dating
back millennia, faces and other details were often sculpted onto otherwise phallic forms to soften their
visual impact and disguise (albeit only slightly) their functional intent. Some of the more elaborate
designs even included swords, kimonos, and other details to represent samurai and geisha characters.
Today, an entire menagerie of Twice As Nice vibrators is available, featuring animals ranging from
dolphins to seahorses, monkeys to birds.

THE FOREGOING IS THE SOLE WARRANTY FOR THE PRODUCT. JIMMYJANE HEREBY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY THAT THE PRODUCT WILL BE MERCHANDISEABLE OR FIT FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. JIMMYJANE’S LIABILITY AND CUSTOMERS’ EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THE FOREGOING PARAGRAPH WILL BE LIMITED TO REPLACEMENT OR REPAIR BY JIMMYJANE OF
SUCH PRODUCT, IN JIMMYJANE’S SOLE DISCRETION. THE WARRANTIES ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE
AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Sexy is smart.

www.jimmyjane.com.

For additional information, contact us at customerservice@jimmyjane.com or visit

Jimmyjane is a design–centric brand founded on the belief that life is better with a sexy twist. We
design products and experiences to provide pleasure, strengthen connection and create provocative
possibility.

Instructions for Use

We know you’re eager to start playing with your iconic
minute to learn about operating and maintaining it.

rabbit, but indulge us by taking a

Getting Started
– The iconic rabbit has already been cleaned and is ready to go upon opening.
–T
 he iconic rabbit runs on 3 AA batteries. Slide the cover off the battery compartment to

insert batteries. (Batteries included.)
– There are independent motors for both the shaft and the tickler, each offering variable speeds (high
to low).
– The vibrator can be shaped to your liking. Hold the vibrator just beneath the pearls then gently bend
the shaft. Do not bend at the pearls, and do not bend more than a few degrees.

Cleaning the iconic

rabbit

Clean the soft elastomer with a cloth and mild soap and warm water after each use, taking care not to
get the battery pack wet. Pat dry with a soft, lint–free cloth.

Concept and package designed in California by Jimmyjane. Assembled in China. jimmyjane,
the Jimmyjane logo, the usual suspects , iconic rabbit, iconic
smoothie, iconic pocket, iconic ring, and iconic bullet are
trademarks of Jimmyjane, Inc. All designs, images and text copyright © Jimmyjane, Inc, 2004 – 2013. All
rights reserved. Jimmyjane Inc. P.O. Box 193974 San Francisco, California 94119 USA. Jimmyjane Europe
– Zweibrückenstrasse 8 80331 Munich, Germany. Live Sexy.

